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appeal
Dear Fellow Radiologist, Trade member and Friends

“CONGRATULATIONS”

It gives us great pleasure in presenting to you all a great news.  It was our dream and at last we achieved it. We have 
been dreaming for a number of years of having our own place with all the facilities for our day-to-day activities as well 
as future growth. After long struggle the much awaited day has come, Persistent effort has paid off and our dreams 
are fulfilled. The deserving goal is achieved

The executive committee of TS IRIA after lot of deliberations and extensive search, has short listed and acquired a 
cozy premises. We would like to name it as TS IRIA HOUSE for our meetings, activities and for taking good concrete 
resolutions.   It is an absolutely new construction in the heart of the city, located in Banjara Hills, Road No. 13 which is 
easily accessible to every member. This step of ours will pave way to our younger colleagues to have their own place 
where they can educate, communicate and move forward getting laurels to our association.

We need to decorate it like a bride, we need to design, equip and furnish it suitably and that is possible with good 
financial support. So friends we humbly appeal to one and all to come forward and donate for a good cause, to have 
beautiful well equipped, convenient, comfortable and efficient TS IRIA HOUSE. Let us utilize it as a learning center 
and a knowledge bank.

We are in consultation with an architect and an interior designer to re design our new premises suiting to our needs. 
He has presented us with few designs which we are going through and are trying to utilize every inch to the best use 
of our members.

In order to co-ordinate this task we have requested Dr. K. Prabhakar Reddy to be the Chairman of the TS IRIA Office 
Management Committee, which he graciously accepted. We have till now utilized the TS IRIA funds and there is lot 
more to do for which we require lot of funds to have a very congenial and comfortable TS IRIA House.

Friends as the President of TS IRIA, let me take the liberty in requesting you all to come forward in which ever the 
way it is possible and help us in achieving this goal. Well- it may be a small place, but it is our place.  Our names are 
written on those walls, our hearts are spread on its floor.

We request you all once again to please come forward liberally and help our association to realize our dreams. We 
are confident that it is possible with the help of generous donors like you to create a beautiful place in the happening 
capital city of Hyderabad.  The amount donated is exempt from the income Tax and the names of the big donors are 
acknowledged individually with their names in roll of honours or as individual name plaques, depending upon the 
amount donated. 

The cheques can be drawn in favour of “Telangana State Chapter, IRIA” or transferred through RTGS directly to 
Telangana State Chapter, IRIA, A/C No. SB A/NO. 6243807479, IFSC NO. IDIB000B090, Indian Bank, Banjara Hills 
Branch, Hyderabad.

We make a special appeal to our Non Resident lndian friends, whose contribution makes a big difference-.

Friends, let us all work to make a congenial, tech savvy, and lively academic house.

LONG LIVE RADIIOLOGY FRETERNITY, FRIENDSHIP & SOLIDARITY AND ONENESS

Warm Regards,

                                                                              
 dr. t. l. n. praveen dr. K. prabhakar Reddy
 President TS IRIA Chairman TS IRIA HOUSE Management Committee


